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Abstra t

Well- alibrated probabilities are ne essary in
many appli ations like probabilisti frameworks or ost-sensitive tasks. Based on previous su ess of asymmetri Lapla e method in
alibrating text lassi ers' s ores, we propose
to use pie ewise logisti regression, whi h is a
simple extension of standard logisti regression, as an alternative method in the dis riminative family. We show that both methods have the exibility to be pie ewise linear fun tions in log-odds, but they are based
on quite di erent assumptions. We evaluated asymmetri Lapla e method, pie ewise logisti regression and standard logisti regression over standard text ategorization olle tions (Reuters-21578 and TRECAP) with three lassi ers (SVM, Naive Bayes
and Logisti Regression Classi er), and observed that pie ewise logisti regression performs signi antly better than the other two
methods in the log-loss metri .
1. Introdu tion

Among existing popular lassi ers only a few of them
are able to generate posterior probabilities. It is
very useful, on the other hand, to have system estimated probabilities along with lassi ation de isions. For example, probabilities an be dire tly
plugged into hierar hi al lassi ation s hemes where
non-deterministi de isions are required, or in ostsensitive tasks or utility models (Duda et. al, 2001)
where expe ted risk/utility is needed. Probability estimates an also be used for un ertainty sampling in
a tive learning (Lewis & Gale, 1994).
It has been well understood that lassi ation tasks
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an be approa hed from either generative models
where the lass- onditional densities are learned, or
dis riminative models where de ision boundaries are
dire tly learned regardless of the lass- onditional densities. It is generally observed that dis riminative
methods perform better than generative ones in terms
of lassi ation tasks, and the strength and weakness
of both groups have been dis ussed and analyzed in the
literature (Rubinstein & Hastie, 1997; Ng & Jordan,
2002). For the task of probabilisti s ore estimation
(s ore alibration), logisti regression (Platt, 1999) has
been one of the most widely used methods in the disriminative family. Re ently, it has been shown (Bennett, 2003) that asymmetri Lapla e method, whi h
is a generative model that allows more exible lassonditional densities than Lapla e distribution, outperforms logisti regression in alibrating text lassiers' output s ores. It would be interesting to investigate whether logisti regression an be further improved to a hieve omparable results in this task.
In this paper we propose to use pie ewise logisti regression, a simple extension of standard logisti regression, as an alternative approa h to the asymmetri Lapla e method for s ore alibration. Belonging
to the dis riminative family, pie ewise logisti regression needs fewer assumptions than generative models
like the asymmetri Lapla e method, but also has the
same exibility as being pie ewise linear in log-odds as
the asymmetri Lapla e method. And regularization
is added to avoid over tting in lo al nosiy region. We
analyze and ompare these two methods for a better
understanding, and examine them as well as standard
logisti regression on several text ategorization ben hmark olle tions with three lassi ers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion
2, we review related work on estimating probabilisti
s ores from both generative and dis riminative viewpoints. In Se tion 3, we rst introdu e two methods
used in probability estimation, namely logisti regression and asymmetri Lapla e, then propose our pie ewise logisti regression method. We also ompare and

analyze asymmetri Lapla e and pie ewise logisti regression, and dis usse more general approa hes to the
problem. In Se tion 4, we des ribe the experimental
design, and in Se tion 5 we present experimental results omparing three alibration methods. Finally, we
on lude our work in Se tion 6.
2. Related Work

For generative models, lass priors and lassonditional probabilities should be rst obtained, and
then Bayes rule is applied to get the posterior probabilities; on the other hand, dis riminative models dire tly ompute posterior probabilities without onsidering lass- onditional probabilities.
Among dis riminative models, logisti regression has
been one of the most frequently used methods for estimating probabilities. Platt (1999) used logisti regression to onvert the output s ores of SVM to probabilisti s ores and showed that the alibrated s ores
yield omparable probabilisti results to regularized logisti regression lassi er. Zadrozny and Elkan (2002)
proposed isotoni regression whi h is non-de reasing
stepwise- onstant to model posterior probabilities, and
applied their method to Naive Bayes and SVM. However, their resulting estimation urve is dis ontinuous
and the ost to store the model is high.
Among generative models for estimating probabilities,
Gaussian distributions have been used (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1996) to t lass- onditional densities. There
are two variants of this approa h: assume both Gaussians have the same varian e and t means and the
ommon varian e; or t both means and varian es.
As dis ussed in previous work (Platt, 1999), the former andidate has the disadvantage of oversimplifying the model, while the latter essentially violates the
monotoni ity property due to its quadrati term in the
exponential fun tion. Based on the observation from
information retrieval that s ore distributions for \extremely irrelevant", \hard to dis riminate" and \obviously relevant" do uments are often quite di erent,
Bennett (2003) proposed to use asymmetri distributions to model the s ores of both lasses, and showed
that asymmetri Lapla e distribution gives better performan e than logisti regression in alibrating text
lassi ers' outputs. However, his omparison between
asymmetri distributions and logisti regression is \unfair" in the sense that the former allows pie ewise linear t in log-odds while the latter is restri ted to a
global linear t. A better examination, in our opinion,
would be omparing both methods in the setting of
pie ewise linear t, and this is what we are going to
investigate in this paper.

3. Methods

The probability estimation problem is dened as follows.
A training set D =
f(x1 ; y2 ); (x2 ; y2); : : : ; (xN ; yN )g is given to the system,
where x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xN is a list of s ores generated by
some lassi er C over instan es X = fd1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dN g
and y1 ; y2 ; : : : ; yN are the orresponding lass labels
for instan es in X. Throughout the paper we assume
that there are two lasses with y = 1 or '+' for the
positive lass and y = 1 or '-' for the negative lass,
unless otherwise spe i ed.

3.1. Logisti Regression
Logisti regression is one of the most frequently used
dis riminative methods to the probability estimation
problem (Platt, 1999; Bennett, 2003; Lewis & Gale,
1994). The standard logisti regression assumes that
the posterior probability has the form of a sigmoid
fun tion P (y jx) = 1+exp( 1y(ax+b)) , whi h is equivalent to say that the log-odds is a linear fun tion in x:
log PP ((+jjxx)) = ax + b:
Regularization an be added to avoid over tting. The
parameters of regularized logisti regression an be
estimated with maximum likelihood estimation using
a training set D = f(x1 ; y1 ); (x2 ; y2 ); : : : ; (xN ; yN )g,
whi h is equivalent to minimize the following quantity:

O=

N
X
i=1

log(1 + exp( yi (axi + b))) + (a2 + b2 )

where  is the regularization oeÆ ient that ontrols
the balan e between training loss and model omplexity.

3.2. Asymmetri Lapla e Method
Unlike standard Lapla e distribution, asymmetri
Lapla e distribution allows di erent slopes around the
mode. It has been shown that asymmetri Lapla e
method a hieved good performan e in alibrating
text lassi ers' outputs (Bennett, 2003). The lassonditional density of asymmetri Lapla e method is
given by:

p(xj; ; ) =

(

+
+

exp[
exp[

(
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x)℄ x  
)℄ x > 

where ; > 0 and  are model parameters.
It degenerates to standard Lapla e distribution when
= . In Figure 1 we show the asymmetri Lapla e
distributions with = 1:0 and = 0:5; 1:0; 2:0; 5:0.
From the graph we an see that by allowing di erent

slopes on both sides of the mode, asymmetri Lapla e
distributions are able to t a more general lass of
distributions.
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It dire tly follows that our pie ewise fun tion f (x) is
ontinuous at all K + 1 knots, with its value equals
wj at the j th knot. We an use MLE to estimate the
parameters (wj 's), whi h is equivalent to minimize the
following obje tive O:
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The posterior probability of the model is de ned as
P (yjx) = 1+exp(1 yf (x)) where f (x) is a pie ewise linear
fun tion of x. Following the idea from pie ewise linear
interpolation, we de ne f (x) with K + 1 knots (0 <
P w l (x), and l (x) is
1 < : : : < K ) as f (x) = K
j
j =0 j j
de ned as:
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Asymmetri Lapla e Distributions

For a xed , the Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) of model parameters and
an be omputed dire tly from the training data as (Bennett,
2003): MLE = Xl +pNXl Xr and MLE = Xr +pNXr Xl
P
where P
Xl = jfx 2 X jx  gj
x2D;x x and
Xr = x2D;x> x   jfx 2 Djx > gj:

And lass priors are estimated with smoothed add-one
+1
estimator P (y ) = NNy+2
where N is the total number
of examples in the training set and Ny is the number
of training examples that belong to lass y . We follow
the method used in (Bennett, 2003) to hoose : loop
over individual xi and set  to the one whi h gives
maximum likelihood1 .

3.3. Pie ewise Logisti Regression
By its name, pie ewise logisti regression is a simple
extension of the standard logisti regression by repla ing the linear fun tion into a pie ewise linear fun tion
in the exponential term. Correspondingly, the logodds of the pie ewise logisti regression is also pie ewise linear, whi h gives mu h more exibility than a
global linear fun tion.
The intuition behind pie ewise logisti regression is
the same as that of asymmetri distributions, but is
interpreted di erently. In order to apture the hara teristi that data points lose to the boundary behave
di erently from data points at the two ends, in our
experiments we use three-pie e linear fun tion in logodds as the asymmetri Lapla e method. However,
the following formulation is for K pie es in general.
1
It an be shown that s whi h give maximum likelihood
an only happen at individual data points.

K X
X
j =1 xi 2Dj

logf1+exp( yi (wj
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To avoid over tting, we add a regularization term to
the obje tive fun tion

Oreg = O + 

K
X
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The term wjj wjj 11 in the above formula is essentially
the tangent of the linear pie e over the subset Dj . Our
intuition of adding the above penalization term is that
tangents of adja ent linear pie es should not be too
far away from ea h other, whi h allows the model to
degenerate to standard logisti regression and avoids
over tting in lo al noisy regions. The parameter  an
be empiri ally hosen using a holdout dataset.
The remaining problem we have not addressed is how
to hoose the knots j . It will be ineÆ ient to do
that as in asymmetri Lapla e, due to the fa t that
for ea h andidate we need to train a model, rather
than go through the data and ompute the value dire tly. We an safely set 0 = minfx 2 Dg and
K = maxfx 2 Dg + , where  is a small positive
number. Sin e our main experiment is to ompare
pie ewise logisti regression with asymmetri Lapla e,
we now onsider the ase of three linear pie es with
4 knots: 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ( f. Se tion 3.4). We hoose 1
from 10%, 20%, ..., 90% per entiles of the negative examples; and 2 is done over positive examples in the
same manner. The optimal pair of knots is determined
by maximum likelihood over training data, resulting in
knots 1 and 2 that split the s ores into the \hard to
dis riminate" de ision area and two extremes.

To generalize the above idea to pie ewise logisti regression with K +1 knots, we an rst set the andidate
knots using per entiles, then graduatelly add knot by
maximizing likelihood with hill limbing. Sin e more
knots will result in higher training likelihood (just as
# of lusters in lustering), we need to do model sele tion to prevent over tting.

3.4. Pie ewise Logisti Regression vs
Asymmetri Lapla e
If we assume both positive and negative lassonditional densities are asymmetri Lapla e with
modes 1 and 2 respe tively,
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then the log-likelihood ratio (so does the log-odds) is
a pie ewise linear fun tion with two knots at 1 and
2 :
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where = log +++ ++ log + .
It is obvious that both our pie ewise logisti regression
(with 3 pie es, 4 knots) and the asymmetri Lapla e
distribution have the exibility to model the log-odds
with three pie es of linear fun tions rather than globally linear one as in standard logisti regression, and
both of them have four parameters to estimate. However, they have quite di erent assumptions and use
di erent riteria to optimize the model parameters. It
is the main goal of this paper to ompare these two
methods in probability estimation.

3.5. Other Alternatives
It is possible to use ri her family like higher order
polynomials to model the log-odds f (x), for example, Generalized Additive Model (Hastie & Tibshirani,
1996). Although this will give a better t to training
set, it does not ne essarily improve the predi tion performan e due to the bias-varian e trade-o . One ni e
property of pie ewise logisti regression is that on e
the knots are xed, the optimization is stri t onvex,
whi h guarantees unique and global solution.

Another general way for probability estimation is to
rst estimate the empiri al log-odds, then apply regression method to t the resulting urve. However,
obtaining a good estimation of log-odds is a diÆ ult
task, and we do not prefer this option by following
Vapnik's prin iple (Vapnik, 1999) that \When solving a given problem one should avoid solving a more
general problem as an intermediate step".
4. Experimental Design

To evaluate our proposed method, we ompare it
with the standard logisti regression and asymmetri
Lapla e method. We did not in lude other andidates
like Gaussian, asymmetri Gaussian or Lapla e sin e
previous study (Bennett, 2003) showed that they are
less e e tive ompared with asymmetri Lapla e and
logisti regression.

4.1. Datasets
In order to ompare our methods with previous ones
(Bennett, 2003) on alibrating text lassi ers' outputs,
we use the same text ategorization datasets (Reuters21578 and TREC-AP) ex ept for the one (MSN Web
Dire tory olle tion) whi h is not publi ly available.
4.1.1. Reuters-21578

Reuters-21578 has been one of the most widely used
olle tions for text ategorization, whi h ontains new
arti les from 1987. We used the standard ModApte
train/test split of 9603/3299 do uments. There are
altogether 135 ategories, but only 90 of them appear
in both training and test sets. In our experiments we
used the ten most frequent ategories, whi h allows us
to ompare our results to previous ones (Platt, 1999;
Bennett, 2003).
4.1.2. TREC-AP

Our se ond data olle tion is the TREC-AP olle tion,
whi h is a subset of the AP newswire stories of the
TREC/TIPSTER data olle tion from 1988 through
1990. As in previous studies (Lewis et. al, 1996;
Bennett, 2003), we use do uments in 1988 and 1989
(142,791 do uments) as our training set, and do uments in 1990 (66,992 do uments) as our test set. The
ategories are de ned by keywords in a keyword eld,
and the title and body elds together are treated as
do uments. We use all twenty ategories in this olle tion whose detailed information an be found in (Lewis
et. al, 1996).

4.2. Classi ers
We use three lassi ers, namely Naive Bayes, linear
SVM and logisti regression to evaluate our s ore alibration methods. Linear SVM is one of the top performing lassi ers that does not output probabilisti s ores; although Naive Bayes an output posterior probabilities, due to its oversimpli ed assumptions, those probabilities are usually poor and skewed
(Domingos & Pazzani, 1996). Di erent from the other
two lassi ers, logisti regression (Zhang & Oles, 2001)
is a popular lassi ation algorithm whi h an output
well- alibrated probabilities. By adding it as one of
our lassi ers we are able to explore two interesting
things: 1) Can we get further improvement by re alibrating well- alibrated s ores generated by logisti regression lassi er? 2) How well does the quality of
probabilities of \ lassi er+ alibration" ompare with
that of logisti regression lassi er?
4.2.1. Naive Bayes

We use the rainbow pa kage (M Callum, 1996) to perform the Naive Bayes lassi ation, whi h is a multinomial model (M Callum & Nigam, 1998). Word
probabilities are smoothed with Lapla e smoothing (or
equivalently, with a Diri hlet prior), and lass priors
are estimated from the training data distribution. We
jd) (Bennett, 2003) as the inuse the log-odds log PP (+
( jd)
put s ore x(d) of alibration methods.
4.2.2. Linear SVM

We use the SV M light pa kage (Joa hims, 1998a) to
train a linear kernel SVM model for the lassi ation
tasks. We use thePdefault ost parameter C , whi h
2
is taken to be P
( N1 N
i=1 jjdi jj) . The raw output of
SVM x(d) = i i K (d; di ) is used as the input of
alibration methods.
4.2.3. Logisti

Regression

We use a variant of Gauss-Seidel (Zhang & Oles, 2001)
to implement the logisti regression lassi er, and the
posterior probability P (+jd) = 1+exp(1 yf (d)) is used
as the input x(d) of alibration methods.

4.3. Details of Experiments
In our experiments stopwords are removed, words are
not stemmed, and rare words (happened less than
three times in the orpus) are removed. We also sele t top 1000 words with Information Gain (Yang &
Pederson, 1997) as our feature sele tion method. For
linear SVM and logisti regression lassi ers we use
binary term weighting, and for Naive Bayes lassi er

no feature weighting is needed. To avoid over tting,
we use ve-fold ross validation to obtain s ores over
the training set.

4.4. Evaluation Measures
We used three evaluation measures to examine these
alibration methods, whi h are standard measures
used in previous studies (Platt, 1999; Zadrozny &
Elkan, 2001; Bennett, 2003) for evaluating the quality of probability estimations.
Our primary evaluation measure is log-loss, whi h is
de ned for ea h data instan e x as:

Llog

loss (x)

= P~ (+jx) log P (+jx) + P~ ( jx) log P ( jx)

where P~ (+jx) and P~ ( jx) are the empiri al probabilities (they are either 0 or 1 based on the lass label),
and P (:jx) is the model predi tion. Noti e that this is
the only measure we want to maximize, though it is
named \loss" as in the literature. The se ond evaluation measure is squared-error, whi h is de ned as:

Lsquared

error (x)

= (P~ (+jx)

P (+jx))2 :

The last measure we used is 0/1-loss ( lassi ation
error), whi h gives the quantity of how alibrations
an a e t lassi ation errors with respe t to a xed
threshold 0:5 (ex ept for SVM it is 0.0):

L0=1

loss

= I((P~ (+jx)

0:5)  (P (+jx)

0:5) > 0)

These three measures tend to have di erent properties.
The log-loss will severely penalize extreme wrong deisions (for example, it is +1 when P~ (+jx) = 1
and P (+jx) = 0) over slightly wrong de isions. The
squared-error uses squares of di eren e to measure
how wrong the model predi tion is from the empiri al
probability. Unlike the previous two measures, 0/1loss only ares how output probabilities behave loally around threshold 0.5, not measuring how far the
wrong de isions are from the orre t ones. By reporting results using all these measures, we an provide a
thorough omparison of those methods.
5. Experimental Results

We ondu ted experiments for the alibration methods
with lassi ers (NB, SVM and LR) on Reuters-21578
and TREC-AP datasets. For ea h lassi er, we report four sets of results, one for ea h of the alibration
methods, plus the one alled \raw" whi h is dire tly
evaluated using the lassi er's output without alibration. The log-loss and squared-error results for SVM
raw output is not available, sin e SVM does not output

Table 1. Results for Reuters-21578: The best entry is in
bold font, and a * means it is signi antly better than
other methods (using the same lassi er).

lass- method
i er

raw
LR
NB
ALapla e
PLR
raw
LR
SVM ALapla e
PLR
raw
LR
LR
ALapla e
PLR
Table 2.

lass- method
i er

raw
LR
NB
ALapla e
PLR
raw
LR
SVM ALapla e
PLR
raw
LR
LR
ALapla e
PLR

log-loss
-32554.7
-2470.5
-2140.2

squared- 0/1error
loss
1586.8
618.1
575.8

1696
828
788

-1964.1* 556.5

780

-1437.9* 371.8

472

-1875.9

575*

N/A
-1577.3
-1604.2

N/A
396.3
386.5

-1882.6
-2819.1
-inf

462.3
642.0
552.3

457.1

492
511
473
612
832
621

Results for TREC-AP

log-loss

squared- 0/1error
loss

-1193312.9
-33753.9
-33391.4

40379.4
7788.6
7243.6

N/A
-27287.2
-27487.9

N/A
6036.9

-32767.3
-35618.9
-inf

6682.2
6935.1
8755.7

-28315.1* 6961.2*
5724.2*
-25972.5* 5916.7

-29153.9* 6334.4*

45425
9082

8693
8797
7645
7067

6821*
7067

7705
7705
9722
7707

posterior probabilities. Our main results are shown in
Table 1 & 2.
Previous studies (Bennett, 2003) have used signi ant
sign test to evaluate the results. The way it worked is
to look at wins and losses on de isions for two methods. However, applying the sign test for log-loss and
squared-error to ompare generative models and disriminative models is inappropriate due to the following reason: sin e both log-loss and squared-error are
monotoni ally determined by the posterior probability,
using them in the sign test is equivalent to using the
posterior probabilities dire tly. After all, sign test ignores the magnitude of the estimation errors, it is too
oarse a measure for evaluating how far the estimated
probabilities are from the true probabilities. Therefore, we use the t-test to measure the signi an e for
log-loss and squared-error, and use sign test to measure the signi an e only for 0/1-loss.

Our results in log-loss show that pie ewise logisti regression is signi antly better (signi ant level 0:05)
than the other two methods under all onditions.
In most ases it also performs the best in squarederror. Asymmetri Lapla e in some ases a hieved
good performan e in 0/1-loss, however, 0/1-loss should
be treated lightly for the reasons dis ussed before.
In Figure 2 we plot empiri al log-odds versus logodds ttings generated by the alibration methods
for ategories earn in Reuters-21578 and yugoslavia
in TREC-AP. We an see that pie ewise logisti regression generates better tting than the other two
methods, whi h is generally the ase for other ategories as well. One interesting nding is that for all
runs of pie ewise logisti regression, the tangents of
its three pie es are never negative (though theoretially speaking it might be), whi h is due to both the
global monotoni trend and the regularization term
that ontrols the tangent di eren es between adja ent
pie es. This is generally believed to be a preferred
property (Platt, 1999) for probability estimation. We
also observed that for well- alibrated s ores generated
by LR lassi er, only pie ewise logisti regression further improved the performan e (Table 1 & 2). The bad
performan e of asymmetri Lapla e is be ause that
the s ore distributions of LR lassi er (ranged from
0 to 1) severely violates the assumption of asymmetri
Lapla e. Maybe the right way is to use the log-odds
output of LR lassi er to t asymmetri Lapla e, and
then we probably end up with very similar result to
that of SVM. This result also re e ts that fa t that
dis riminative approa hes are generally more robust
than generative ones.
Another advantage of the pie ewise logisti regression
is that it an have more than three linear pie es in
the log-odds. We also did experiment to explore the
e e ts of more than three pie es. As mentioned before, we rst spe ify the andidate knots, whi h are
the 5%, 10%, . . . , 95% per entiles of D. Then knots
(ex ept the two end ones) are added one by one using
hill- limbing strategy, by maximizing likelihood. To
do model sele tion we an apply AIC, BIC or MDL
like te hniques, but here we use the following heuristi : if adding one more knot does not improve the
likelihood by 1%, then the pro ess is stoped and the
previous model is sele ted as the nal one. However,
experiments showed that in most ases our algorithm
ended with 2-4 pie es, and the results are very similar
to what we get in Table 1 & 2 with 3 pie es. We think
the reason why three-pie e linear fun tion usually sufes might be that the s ore distributions generated by
those lassi ers do not re e t very ompli ated shapes,
as an be seen from Figure 2.
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Figure 2.

6. Con lusions

In this paper we rst reviewed two methods for s ore
alibration, namely asymmetri Lapla e and logisti
regression, from generative and dis riminative families
respe tively. Motivated by asymmetri Lapla e whi h
allows pie ewise linear fun tions in log-odds, we proposed a novel and e e tive method, Pie ewise Logisti
Regression, as an alternative approa h for probability estimation. By tting a pie ewise linear fun tion
in log-odds, this method has the same exibility as
asymmetri Lapla e but makes fewer assumptions.
We provided an analysis showing the onne tions and
di eren es between pie ewise logisti regression and
asymmetri Lapla e, and also evaluated both methods
as well as standard logisti regression with three lassi ers on two standard text ategorization olle tions.
Our results showed that pie ewise logisti regression
performs signi antly better than the other two alibration methods in log-loss metri a ross all the olle tions and lassi ers tested. Moreover, the alibrated
SVM probabilities a hieved better results than those
dire tly generated by logisti regression lassi er.
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